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PURSUED BY BEAR

Pursued By Bear is a recently formed independent theatre company in Melbourne. Founded by a 
collection of young theatre-makers who are interested in creating accessible art, Pursued By Bear 
aims to use theatrical forms as a medium to communicate stories of significance. By collaborating 
with both established and emerging creatives we are hoping to provide avenues for those inter-
ested in the arts and be a part of a new era of production companies. 

Next To Normal was an ambitious feat for our debut production and we’re incredibly proud of and 
thankful to everyone who has worked so tirelessly on making this endeavor a reality. A production 
such as this which deals with sensitive but oh-so-significant topics and themes has presented a 
slew of challenges which have kept the past eighteen months interesting to say the least. Without 
our fantastic cast, crew, venue staff, Pozible supporters and audiences this production would still 
be just some crazy dream, so from all of us at PBB, the sincerest of thanks. 

If you’re keen to keep updated about upcoming projects, check out our website and social media, 
or just shoot us a message.



FROM THE DIRECTOR

MARK TAYLOR 
After working steadily as an actor and theatre maker in Melbourne and obtaining a degree in 
Theatre Arts, Mark travelled to Los Angeles to study under Ivanna Chubbuck in The Chubbuck 
Technique. 
He has recently commenced further  training under Kim Krejus at Melbourne’s acclaimed 16th 
Street.In 2010, Mark was responsible for helping bring to life Alex Broun’s one-man tribute to 
The Smiths, Half a Person- My life as told by The Smiths at Chapel off Chapel, and is currently 
working on the sequel, November Spawned a Monster. Earlier this year, he directed a production 
of Alan Bennett’s coming of age romp, The History Boys (Purely Pensive Productons) and co-
directed and appeared in Laura Lethlean’s Plastic Pacific for The Melbourne Fringe Festival.

Mark’s on-stage theatre credits include: Rent (BTC), The Underwood (Doorslam), The Crucible, 
The Rocky Horror Picture Show (Neighbours Cast), Time and The Conways (Waverly TC) and 
The Choir (Fly on the Wall) and has worked extensively touring Australia with the children’s theatre 
company, Alpha Shows.  In 2009, he donned a rifle and helmet for the HBO mini-series The 
Pacific (alongside Next to Normal cast member, James Schaw), and has also appeared in Neigh-
bours, Underbelly and Australian feature film Damned by Dawn.

Pieces of theatre that broach the subject of mental illness are certainly not new. The tragedies of Euripides were brimming 
with all forms of madness in the 5th Century BC and poor Hamlet and King Lear were famously hallucinating a thousand 
years later. Neither has mental illness been limited to tragedy. It has featured prominently in comedy (Harvey) and even mu-
sicals, both light and dark (On The Twentieth Century, Sweeney Todd, Assassins). What sets Next to Normal apart is not 
merely the extraordinary use of contemporary song to convey the story or even the way it delves into the use of modern 
psychopharmacology in treatment. It's that by refusing to either romanticize or demonize, Next to Normal presents mental 
illness as the messy, extraordinary, everyday challenge that it can be on a typical, modern family.

Whilst the illness that Next to Normal deals with directly is labelled bipolar disorder, it is important to note that this show cov-
ers a wide array of incumbents, including depression, anxiety, schizophrenia, dillusional and post traumatic stress disorder. 
It's great to see that the issue of mental health is progressively becoming more and more socially acceptable to talk about 
in everyday conversation. As a result of advances in psychology education, the establishment of awareness campaigns 
such as Mental Health Week and the hard work from wonderful organisations like SANE and Beyond Blue.

Mental illness is a deeply, obsessively private thing and to share thoughts and symptoms with a medical professional is 
confronting. It can be the most confronting thing some people will ever do, but in prognosis there is freedom and people 
can take great comfort in knowing that their inner turmoil is chemically or psychologically induced. There seems to be a 
bubbling, inherent worry that settling into a diagnosis and discussing it with other sufferers might warrant a trip to the loony 
bin. Ironically, this attempt to avoid social damnation for having a mental illness makes it all the more difficult for society 
to budge its prejudices and misconceptions against mental illness. It is perfectly natural – and socially encouraged – to 
keep mental instabilities secret, lest employers or friends start assuming negative things. Instead of being disparaging and 
dismissive about fellow mentally ill people, it would be infinitely better if newly diagnosed people could acknowledge and 
empathise with the experiences of others and allow themselves to be counted as someone living with a mental illness. 
Contrary to what we might expect, colleagues and friends will often find ways to accommodate and understand mental ill-
ness. Bipolar, depression, anxiety and other disorders are insidious. They strike high and low achievers, young and old, rich 
and poor. They don't discriminate, so neither should we. The sooner mentally unwell people themselves can accept their 
illness the sooner we can hope to have broad social understanding.

This is the first ever production for our new company, Pursued by Bear and it has been one unimaginable 18 month roller 
coaster ride to get us here. I'd like to congratulate the tireless work of Kyle Smith and my beautiful sister, Natasha Milton for 
achieving such an extraordinary feat. Pursued by Bear was formed with one goal and one goal only, to tell great stories. 

On behalf of this wonderful production team and the incredible cast, I could not be prouder to welcome you to Pursued by 
Bear's production of one of those great stories, Next to Normal.



CAST 

JAMES ROBERST has been involved in all facets of performing arts since secondary 
school. Ranging from school musicals, backstage crew, director and finally actor. James has 
appeared in Australian Television dramas including City Homicide and Neighbours. James’ 
show credits include Oliver (Artful Dodger), Fiddler On The Roof (CLOC), Annie (Bert Healy), The 
Crucible (Proctor), August Osage County (Little Charles), The Boys (Stevie), Breaking The Code 
(Chris Morcom), The History Boys (Dakin), Blackrock (Jared) and Two Weeks With The Queen 
(Colin) - to name a few.

EMMA GORDON-SMITH has been performing as a professional singer for over 
ten years at corporate events, weddings, bars and clubs. Her first musical theatre show was 
in 2006 as Miss Sarah Brown in the production Guys and Dolls. She has gone on to play the 
roles of Dusty Springfield in “Dusty the Original Pop Diva”, Nellie Forbush in South Pacific, and Liz 
and Mimi in the hilarious play Birthday Suite. Emma has had such a great time putting Next to 
Normal together with such a fabulous cast and crew! She loves that this powerful rock musical 
speaks to people about important, real life issues happening in this day and age. She hopes the 
audience will walk away having gained something for themselves in their own lives.

JAMES SHAW is known as an incredibly versatile performer, having worked on stage 
& Screen for over a decade, both in Australia and his native New Zealand. After training at The 
National Singing School (NZ) and going on to hold a diploma in performing arts in Voice, James 
went on to play the coveted role of Buddy Holly in The Buddy Holly Story, under the direction of 
David Sidwell. More roles in Musical Theatre followed, including productions of The Rocky Horror 
Picture Show & Grease. 2008 marked James’ transition to Television work, with a featured role 
in the HBO Drama The Pacific. James has since appeared in Offspring; Rush, Neighbours, Win-
ners & Losers; John Doe; Mr & Mrs Murder, Conspiracy 365 & numerous TV commercials.

CHELSEA HEWSON always enjoyed being part of her school productions from an 
early age. Being fortunate enough to attend a school flourishing in the Arts, she was able to 
be apart of fantastic theatre to the likes of Romeo and Juliet, RENT and Jesus Christ Super-
star. After finishing her secondary studies, she took some time away from the stage to pursue 
her Commerce/Law degree. Although loving the opportunity to study, a passion to act was 
constantly playing her mind and she made a move to return to the stage for  ‘Next to Normal’. 
Chelsea is thrilled to have the chance to portray Natalie alongside such a brilliant, young and 
enthusiastic cast and crew in hopes to create a piece of theatre that provokes thought about 
prevalent mental health issues present in today’s society. 

WILLIAM TUCKER makes his debut amateur theatre performance in ’Next to Normal’ 
as Gabe and has thoroughly enjoyed the experience and opportunities given during this proc-
ess. Will began his acting and musical theatre career at the age of 12 in Wesley Student Thea-
tre’s production of ‘The Albatross’. Subsequently, Will has been in many shows; Shakespear’s 
Antony and Cleopatra and Romeo and Juliet, Dario Fo’s Accidental Death of An Anarchist, 
Jesus Christ Superstar and Rent. One of the first musicals that Will ever saw was Rocky Horror 
Picture Show at the Comedy Theatre in Melbourne.  Will enjoys cycling as a ‘weekend lycra war-
rior’ along with playing drums as part of a cover band known as ‘The Communals’.

DAN SMORGON is thrilled to be making his amateur theatre debut in Next To Normal. 
Graduating from Wesley College in 2010 he performed with their Adamson Theatre Company 
playing numerous roles such as The American (Chess), The Cat (Honk) and Woof (Hair) for 
which he was nominated in the junior category as Best Actor in a leading role by the Music The-
atre Guild of Victoria. He spent time at the Ballarat Acadamy of Performing Arts (BAPA) in 2011 
and since then has had a 2 year hiatus from the stage. He’d like to thank his family and friends 
for their support over his the rehearsal period through which he’s had no time to do anything.



ORCHESTRA

KRYSTAL TUNNICLIFFE   Keys

EDWARD VONG        Violin

TINA LUND        Cello

HELEN BARCLAY       Cello

TIM FOLLIOT         Guitar

PATRICK LYONS       Bass

NATHAN HOMES        Drums

EMMA MCGEORGE : MUSICAL DIRECTOR
Currently in her last year of a Music/Arts degree at Monash University, and 
having loved Musicals her whole life, but never quite having the skills to perform, 
Emma realised her love for Musical Direction when she was asked to help with 
The Leonardian Player’s 2011 production of RENT. From then on, she has 
adored being on the production side of things, having been involved in Aspect’s 
2012 show The Best Little Whorehouse in Texas and then their 2013 produc-
tion of Hairspray.
Still relatively new to the theatre industry, being involved in a brand-new theatre 
company has been eye opening to say the least, and Emma has enjoyed 
experiencing both the highs and lows. Being able to Music Direct Pursued By 
Bear’s debut show Next to Normal has been an overwhelming experience, and 
working with the amazingly talented Mark Taylor has been an absolute joy. But 
most of all Emma has been overwhelmed by the talent and dedication of Next to 
Normal’s cast. They have made each and every rehearsal such a positive, great 
and easy experience, and for that she would like to thank them from the bottom 
of her heart. They have worked so hard, and Emma has loved being able to 
watch them grow as performers. It’s hard to believe it’s almost over, so better 
enjoy it while it lasts! Sit back, watch and enjoy Next to Normal, because it has 
been such an amazing project to work on, and Pursued By Bear have created 
something great.



CREW

NATASHA MILTON : PRODUCER / 
          PRODUCTION MANAGER
After many years of St Leonard’s College backstage crew and tech crew, Natasha began her 
first real foray into Stage Management with Fly-On-The-Wall Theatre’s ‘Half A Person: My Life As 
Told By The Smiths’ (2010). There’s been five MUST and four Monash Shakespeare Company 
productions since then, plus ventures into other crew roles on OSMaD’s ‘Normie: the musical’ 
(2012) and Purely Pensive Production’s ‘The History Boys’ (2013). The 2013 Monash O-Show 
saw Natasha’s first time working in a role that encompassed both production managing and 
stage managing and gave her a taste of what to expect from Next To Normal.

KYLE SMITH : PRODUCER / 
           TECHNICAL DIRECTOR

EMMA BATES : STAGE MANAGER
Emma Bates first became involved in theatre in 2004, and since then has worked on numerous 
shows in nearly all aspects of production. She began stage managing in 2008 with MGHS’s 
production of West Side Story. Prior to Next to Normal, this had been her favourite production 
to date.Stage Managing Next to Normal has been an incredible experience for Emma, and she 
has thoroughly enjoyed the process. Having the opportunity to work with such an incredibly 
talented cast and crew has been amazing, and she is very proud of the show everyone has 
worked to create.

SARAH TULLOCH : SET DESIGN / CREW
Sarah has a Bachelor of Interior Architecture (Hons) from Monash University. With a passion for 
theatre driving her design, she is perusing a career in Scenic and Production Design. Sarah has 
worked on independent shows as stage manager and Scenic Designer and worked with Tony 
nominated Scenic Designer Alexander Dodge in New York. As well as running her own freelance 
graphic design business, In her spare time you’ll see her skating around on her boards James 
and Patrick, at the theatre or drinking copious amounts of coffee.



MARK WONG      Vocal Coach
AMIE MCCALLUM      Costume Designer
ROBBIE CARMELLOTTI   Choreography
YAZ SESTA      Lighting
SAM ASCHHOFF     Builder
KAYZAR BATHAWALA     Promotional Photography
AMANDA SUMMONS     Production Photography
KADE NEALE      Pozible Videography
LOUISE BERGER      Company Graphic Design
MICHAEL SHANKS     Promotional Graphic Design 
LOUIE MCNAMARA     Promotional Graphic Design



THANKYOU

Ibrahim Mustafa  -  Tracey Kean  -  Dominic McCann  
All our many audition and rehearsal pianists - Norm & P.B. Bear
- Clearlight  -  Jill Taylor  -  Dance Dynamics -  Declan McGavin -
- MTC Prop Store  -  SANE Australia  -  Big Kev -  Jack Earle -

Laura Lethlean - Letitia Kearney  -  Robbie Carmalotti
Lauren Glezer -   Daniele Buatti  -  Kade Neale

Doc Braun - Mike Taylor & Kelly Tattle - Kate Macdonald
- Stacca - Kate Macdonald - Louie Mcnamara - Michael Shanks

#Talkaboutit @ Australia Network  -  Get Cereal @ SYN FM
- The entire Chapel Off Chapel crew for their endless support -

-  All the staff at Shirley Burke Theatre  - 

 
Benny Dimas
Kate Murphy

Kevin Nguyen
Sophie Hargrave

Marisa Brown
James Raphael
Kerry thompson
Emma Wenlock
Cathleen Howell

PARTNERS

POZIBLE      

Tania and Norman Smorgon
Kade Neale

Steve McGeorge
Bryce Fryar

Guy Marshall
Belinda Danks-Woodley

Daniel Certoma
Nicole Boothby

Peter Taylor
Ian Nisbet

pursuedbybear.com.au       :       facebook.com/pursuedbybear

Emily Keene
Mark Wong
Fay Bevan
Loughlin Turpin
Kim White
Bec Clarke
Matt Taylor
Wendy Randall
Slim

SANE Australia is a national charity helping all Australians affected by mental illness lead a better life - through 
campaigning, education and research. SANE conducts innovative programs and campaigns to improve the 

lives of people living with menental illness, their family and friends. It also operates a busy helpline and website, 
which have thousands of contacts each year from around Australia. Headed by Jack Heath, SANE is a leading 

independent NGO campaigning for the one in five Australians affected by mental illness every year. SANE relies on 
donations and grants to achieve its goals and recieves no ongoing government funding so every dollar counts.

www.sane.org  :  info@sane.org   :   +61 3 96825933


